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ANOTHER WINTER (#6)

Distinguished Miss (#5)

Live Like Mike (#1)

Exacta: 5-6/1-5-6, $4.  Tri:  5-6/1-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.  Daily Double:  1-5-6/2, $6. 
PARKER’S
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Ran okay when facing similar in a sprint try last while fourth, she figures to 
sprint clear early in here and should prove tough to catch.
Stretch runner made a nice move on the turn and drew away late when breaking 
maiden, she should improve with the added ground today, big late threat.
Should track the top choice early in here, she cannot be ignored.

FREAKY KIKI (#2)

Our Clementine (#7)

Chugabug (#5)

Exacta:  2/5-6-7, cost $3.  

Third after a wide trip in her debut, she drops into a maiden claiming race and 
moves inside, should graduate.
Didn’t show much in her debut but she did break slowly that day, adds the 
blinkers today and should go better.
Distant third last against tougher, she also gets a better post today.

BOLSHOI’S BLUFF (#6)

Dudley Studley (#1)

Thats No Bull (#5)

Exacta:   1-6/1-5-6, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-6/1-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $12. 
Pick 3:   1-6/3-7/7, cost $4. 

Didn’t get the best of trips when fifth in his most recent, he also faced much 
tougher that day and looks best with the drop into this spot.
Caught a speed favoring surface when earning a big figure while breaking his 
maiden last, he again should be on the lead early, have to catch him.
Overmatched in a race he looked to need last, he can get part today.

WEYAND (#3)

Hedgewood Gold (#7)

Kaabraaj (#2)

Exacta:   3-7/2-3-7, cost $4.  Tri:  3-7/3-4-7/1-2-3-6-7, $12.  Pick 3:  3-7/7/3-4-8, $6.  

Invader from California was beaten nine lengths when second last but the race 
was very fast for the level, seems well placed in this spot.
Even third while wide on a day when early speed was dominate, he has every 
right to improve off that try.
Second in each of his two lifetime starts, he would be no surprise.

HOODY (#7)

Cowboy Gold (#9)

Flame Eternal (#2)

Exacta:   7/1-2-6-9, cost $4. Trifecta:   7/1-2-6-9/1-2-6-9, $12.
Pick 3:   7/3-4/2-3-8, cost $6.

Fourth in a good field for the level last, he should get a fast, contested early pace 
to run at today, expect big try.
Has other early speed to deal with in here but he may be the quickest early and 
was only a nose behind the top choice last.
Another exiting the same heat as the top choice, will be in the battle throughout.

COACH ROYAL (#4)

My Chief (#3)

Rocky’s Quest (#8)

Exacta:  3-4/3-4-8, $4.  Tri:  3-4/3-4-8/1-2-3-4-8, $12.  Pick 3:  3-4/2-8/1-4, $8.   

Impressive wins in his last two starts, both from far back, he most likely won’t 
get the fast fractions that helped him last time but he is very sharp.
Set a slow pace and held on gamely in his first route try last, but he again should 
be able to get the lead early, could spring a mild upset.
Second when favored in his last two, he again looms the one to beat.

Super:   7/1-2-6-9/1-2-6-9/1-2-4-6-8-9, $4.80.

Super:  3-7/2-3-7/1-2-3-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 4:  3-7/7/3-4-8/2-3-8, cost $9.

Super:  1-6/1-5-6/1-2-4-5-6/all, $3.60.  

Super:   2/5-6-7/1-5-6-7-8/1-5-6-7-8, $3.60.

Super:  5-6/1-5-6/1-2-3-5-6/all, $3.60.  Pick 3:  1-5-6/2/1-6, $6.  Pick 4:  1-5-6/2/1-6/3-7, $6.   

Super:   3-4/3-4-8/1-2-3-4-8/all, $6.  Pick 5:  3-4/2-8/1-2-4/3/2-4-7, cost $18.  

Trifecta:  2/5-6-7/1-5-6-7-8, $12.  
Pick 3:   2/1-6/3-7, cost $4.
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CALCULATED CHAOS (#2)

Spot of Salt (#8)

Pete’s Slew (#3)

Exacta:  2-6/2-3-6, $4.  Tri:  2-6/2-3-6/2-3-5-6-7, $12.  Pick 3:  2-3-6/1-2-4/3, $9.

Veteran won his first three starts here this year and then ran decently in his next 
two at this level, he is consistent and reliable for another good try.
Better than looks race last as he broke slowly, was in tight quarters entering 
the turn and then raced wide, he will get clear sailing from this post.
Stretch runner broke slow and race wide last, he might get right trip.

Super:  2-6/2-3-6/2-3-5-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 4:  2-6/1-2-4/3/2-4-7, $9.

SABRINA (#1)

Camille (#4)

Finding More (#2)

Exacta:    1-4/1-2-4, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-4/1-2-4/1-2-3-4-5, $12.   

Pick 3:    1-2-4/3/2-4-7, cost $9.

Winner of two races this year was unlucky to draw the one hole today but she 
can act from on or just off the lead early and gets call in a wide open heat.
Big win three weeks ago as she set a fast pace and then was never threatened in 
the stretch, she will be very tough if she can repeat that effort.
Back in a sprint and Gutierrez is riding, should get a nice stalking trip.

AWESOME INDIAN (#3)

John’s Not Bluffin (#5)

Senna (#9)

Exacta:   3/4-5-9, cost $3. Trifecta:    3/4-5-9/1-4-5-7-9, $12.

Daily Double:   3/2-4-7, cost $6.

Back in two weeks after his best lifetime effort, a clear second after forcing a 
rocket-half mile, he will have to be caught.
Had no apparent excuse for the dull try in the Seattle Slew but he did run very well 
at this distance one race back and figures to pass many of these in the stretch.
A pretty wide trip didn’t help last, expect big late run today.

RECON PATROL (#4)

Land Rocket (#2)

Geoduck Bob (#7)

Exacta:    2-4/2-4-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   2-4/2-4-7/1-2-3-4-7, $12.  

Improved effort when third by a neck in his most recent, he may only need to 
repeat that effort to get his maiden score today.
Seven-year-old maiden did show good early speed to better in his last, he 
figures to be close by right from the start, don’t ignore.
Comes off a short rest after some okay efforts in Arizona, nice recent workouts.

Super:   2-4/2-4-7/1-2-3-4-7/all, cost $4.80. 

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Saturday Afternoon, July 25th, 2015

Super:  3/4-5-9/4-5-9/1-4-5-7-8-9, $2.40.

Super:  1-4/1-2-4/all/all, $1.20.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
FREAKY KIKI in the second.
      HOODY in the fifth.

LAND ROCKET in the tenth.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 4, $1 Exacta:  3-7/2-3-7, cost $4.
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STORMIN TRICK (#1)
Lucky Reality (#4)

Sindys Luck (#7)

FIT TO RULE (#10)
Becker’s Galaxy (#1)

Hittheroadrunning (#2)

SHEER PLEASURE (#3)
Kiss At Midnight (#6)

Big Book (#2)

BANDIDO TOO (#6)
Great Lou (#7)

Classic Gent (#5)

HAWKEDON (#5)
Somethings Unusual (#1)

Son of War (#2)

AMERICAN LEAGUE (#2)
Global Event (#5)

Prime Attraction (#6)

CHAULK O LATTEY (#3)
Hiking (#8)

Sweet as a Rose (#9)

CATCH A FLIGHT (#6)
Bayern (#4)
Appealing Tale (#2)
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Del Mar Sacramento Hastings Park
Race Selections for Saturday, July 25th, 2015

UNBLUNTED (#1)
Micks Miracle (#2)

Papa Turf (#7)

PLACE DES VOSGES (#11)
Margaret Reay (#12)

Cadet Roni (#5)

PLEASE BELIEVE ME (#4)
Ima Top Gun (#2)

Dashn Bobi McGee (#6)

DREAM PEARL (#4)
Nivours Romance (#7)

Burning Raine (#6)

LIE AWAY (#4)
Carvers Cold (#7)

Feature Dashnon (#2)

ROCKY NO (#5)
Radiant Dancer (#1)

Lucky Tomorrow (#4)

BEHRLY TRICKY (#6)
Merry Moon (#3)

Skill Set (#1)

HOT GEM (#6)
Kathy’s Lil Secret (#2)

Ride the Shark (#5)

GUYFROMTHESKYFIVE (#4)
Chutney (#1)

Rockin Denile (#2)

PORT STANLEY (#1)
Dr Williams (#4)
Hunted Guy (#7)

PAPERCOVERSROCK (#6)
Tebowing #(5)

Crimson Cloud (#2)

GREY MOON RUNNER (#5)
Top Odds (#2)

Shining Hope (#1)

BRIARTIC COUNTY (#4)
Vying for Glory (#1)

Roy’s Dream (#3)

HAIDA GWAII (#2)
Moon Ride (#4)

Honey Skila (#1)

SO LEGIT (#4)
Contact Man (#2)

Carson City Brown (#6)

TESSANNA (#5)
Collateral (#2)

Race the Wind (#1)

CUTE LITTLE VIXEN (#4)
Remarkable Lady (#7)

Easter Sunday (#5)

CRACKDOWN (#4)
Mighty Fraser (#6)

Stoneridge Ruler (#1)

SHAYLA’S ROSE (#7)
Saintly Sinner (#6)

Current Sea Xpress (#3)

KISS EM GOODBYE (#2)
Cleared to Victory (#3)
Mario’s Win (#1)


